Beastly A Shifter Academy Reverse Harem The
Citad
When somebody should go to the ebook stores, search start by shop, shelf by shelf, it is really
problematic. This is why we oﬀer the book compilations in this website. It will no question ease
you to see guide beastly a shifter academy reverse harem the citad as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you truly want, you can discover them
rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best place within net
connections. If you aspiration to download and install the beastly a shifter academy reverse
harem the citad, it is very easy then, before currently we extend the connect to buy and make
bargains to download and install beastly a shifter academy reverse harem the citad so simple!

Packless Simone Martin 2021-08-21 If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, where strong
girls are tested and bad boys lose their hearts, Hunter Moon Academy is for you. Packless,
clawless and clueless. When I'm sent away to an academy for shifter wolves, I discover I'm the
lowest of the low, a dud wolf who can't shift and has no pack to call her own. But there's
enough of a wolf inside me, the packs who run the school won't let me leave. And the three
pack heirs, all powerful, arrogant alphas, keep ﬁnding reasons to remind me of my place. On
my knees. Or under their claw. So why does Jasper Arras look at me as if his wolf wants me for
himself? I fail their tests, and make enemies in high places, but there's more to me than the
girl with a broken wolf. And when I get a chance to run, to ﬁnally have a place where I belong,
I'm going to take it. And a bunch of alphadouches better stay out of my way... Packless is a
full-length paranormal romance, and is the ﬁrst book in the Hunter Moon Academy series. It
ends on a cliﬀhanger and is recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.
Beastly Kiera Legend 2019-09-25 Her powers are growing, and she won't hold them back.
When Kit returns to the Citadel after her Christmas break, a few things have changed. There's
a strange new club in town that's been set up for shifters and mages. Out of the Shadows (OS),
the secretive shifter organization, have gained even more political inﬂuence. President Pierce
is missing. With the help of Deangelo, Chuck, Jimmy, and Herman the boggart, Kit will do
everything in her power to protect her friends and the place she now calls home. Return to the
Citadel with Kit and discover her new adventures in the supernatural world. Scroll up and click
the buy button now to start reading.
The Teacher's Pet Anica Mrose Rissi 2017-06-04 This hilarious tale by debut picturebook
author Anica Mrose Rissi, brilliantly illustrated by Zachariah OHora, will keep kids giggling page
after page as the class comes together to solve one BIG problem. When their class tadpoles
are big enough, Mr. Stricter tells his students they can keep just one. The class chooses Bruno,
the smallest of the bunch. But Bruno doesn't stay that way for long. Soon, he's grown into a
giant, classroom-wrecking creature: he eats desks, he farts for show-and-tell, and he sneezes
slime all over everything! With Mr. Stricter blinded by love for the pet, the students must step
up and take matters into their own heroic hands.
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Wicked Gods Michelle Hercules 2019-08-08 Nowhere is safe when the gods are wicked.Since
the beginning of times, there have always been two sides: Norms and Idols.But never have the
scales been so unbalanced as they are today.I'm a Norm, which means, I grew up in fear of the
Idols and their godly powers.And now, I'm going to be surrounded by them, day and night. I've
been oﬀered a place at the prestigious Gifted Academy, an opportunity very few Norms get.To
survive, I must become invisible. But my hope to get through the academy unscathed goes
down the drain when the most powerful boys in school set their eyes on me.They hate me
simply because I'm a Norm. If they knew who I truly am, they'd tear me apart limb by limb. But
I'm done cowering away from Idols. It's time for the Norms to ﬁght back, and it all starts with
me.*Alternate cover.
Academy Obscura Cassia Briar 2020-06-16 Tick. Tock. The culling approaches and rebellion
is in the air.Spring term at Academy Obscura is unbelievable. In addition to my regular classes,
there are the Trials. Each student has to face three specially designed ordeals. And after all
the rules I've broken? The Trial Master seriously has it in for me.As if that weren't enough to
keep me on my toes, several political truths, and betrayals, surface that leave me reeling and
questioning who I can trust.This horror just got real-and grew teeth.How will the guys and I
survive what the puppet masters have in store for us?
Academy Of Beasts I Becca Fanning I lost everything in the ﬁre, then I was whisked away to
this Academy for Shifters. I don't know anyone, I don't like anyone, and I deﬁnitely can't trust
anyone. And they don't even know that I have a secret... I'm not supposed to be here. I'm not
a Shifter. I'm something else. All the while these ﬁve young men stare at me with primal
hunger... USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning is proud to bring you this Reverse
Harem Academy Romance serial, packed with all the action, intrigue and great chemistry you
can handle!
Moonlit Agate Moon Dust Library 2021-07-21 Moving to Moonlit Falls was supposed to be
Agate's fresh start. As the boss, and only full-time employee, of Soil Sprite Gardening &
Landscaping, she's working on her dream renovation - an unkempt patch of land surrounding
the town's beautiful, ancient oak tree. Unfortunately in doing so, she may have accidentally
wrecked the town. Maybe. The human residents of Moonlit Falls have started seeing glimpses
of the supernatural around them, despite the town's wards, and Agate thinks it has something
to do with that oak tree. As the town descends into chaos, she needs to get some help! But will
a magical pumpkin spice latte binding her to a blood witch, a python shifter, and a human be
the answer to her problems? Or will it just create new ones? If they're not careful, the secret of
Moonlit Falls could be permanently damaged, and the supernatural haven gone forever.
Moonlit Agate is a standalone novel as part of the Moonlit Falls series and Moon Dust
Library/Silver Springs shared universe. This is a reverse harem novel, meaning the main
character has more than one love interest, and contains MM scenes. This book is intended for
audiences 18+.
The Stalking Dead Eva Chase 2021-11-17 Kinda dead. Straight-up psycho. Totally obsessed
with her. I did a bad, bad thing. Thanks to a blank in my memory, I'm not sure what that thing
was, but it was horrible enough to get me locked up in the mental ward for seven years.
Horrible enough that my little sister won't even speak to me. But when I'm released back into
a town determined to rub my unknown sins in my face, the past isn't the only thing that's
haunting me. The four "imaginary" friends who made my childhood bearable barge into my life
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in a very real way. They're crude, criminally inclined, and more than a little unstable after ages
trapped in afterlife limbo. All they want is to protect me. Worship me. Avenge me. So they'll
bludgeon, maim, eviscerate-tear a strip of havoc right through this sleepy town. Even rise from
the dead. Maybe I'm still not all that sane either, because part of me ﬁnds them strangely
appealing. In ways very diﬀerent from how I felt as a kid. And that's not the only strangeness
stirring inside me... I promised myself I'd stick to the straight and narrow from here on. But
what if the only way to set things right is to get a little ghoulish? *The Stalking Dead is the ﬁrst
in a darkly humorous new paranormal romance series by bestselling author Eva Chase. If you
love sarcastic heroines with unexpected powers, obsessive supernatural men who'll do
anything to defend their woman, and plenty of mystery and mayhem, dive right in!*
The Broken Academy Complete Series Jade Alters Shapeshifters and Dragons destroy their
rooms. Vampires sneak oﬀ to feed unsupervised. Beings that should never have been brought
to this Realm are allowed to grow their preternatural powers without restriction. A dangerous
concoction is brewing unchecked at the Broken Academy. Subterfuge and shifting allegiances
are the rule. At the center of the dawning war are two of the most powerful students ever to
walk the halls. One, a magical prodigy of ancient lineage. The other, a hybrid-gone-rogue the
Council once sought to snuﬀ out. Amidst the uncertainty, an ancient enemy lurks and a
magical mishap just opened the door… Emery Dalshak and Cece Ford hold the fate of the
Realm in their hands but will their united magic carry enough power to settle scores born in
the Age of Legends? Complete Series Collection Includes: Power of Fire, The Broken Academy
Year 1 Power of Magic, The Broken Academy Year 2 Power of Blood, The Broken Academy Year
3 Pacts & Promises, The Broken Academy Year 4 Bonds, The Broken Academy Year 5 The
Broken Academy is a why choose, slow burn paranormal romance; the steam increases
through the series. Each book covers one year at the academy, is written from diﬀerent
perspectives and features one or more headstrong heroines and layered heroes. A signiﬁcant
amount of time is spent developing the history and lore of the world. All of the books can be
read as standalone stories however series order is recommended to fully maximize enjoyment.
Author note: The romance is described as "why choose" instead of reverse harem as each
central female characters has her cake and gets it to eat it too, with multiple concurrent love
interests that ebb and fall throughout the series, however there are no steamy scenes with
multi-partner action. Select Reviews for The Broken Academy Series: "Jade Alters’ latest
reverse harem starts with some heat and continues to fan the ﬂames. Her new world is
stunning and worth exploring. I cannot wait for Power of Magic and Power of Blood.." ★★★★★
"It's a fast-paced and standalone book that will keep you engaged from start to ﬁnish. There's
action, adventure, drama, danger, suspense, twist/turns, enemies, survival, intrigue, humor,
mystery/secrets, surprises, family, friends, conﬂict, resolution, confusion, conﬁdence, strength,
courage, revenge, anger, magic, conspiracy, tragedy, struggles, stubbornness, romance,
passion/lust and love. There's dragons, demons, vampires, fey, magicians, shifters, astral
travelers and so many more characters in this story." ★★★★★ "All I can say is WOW! This
book takes you on a rollercoaster ride from page 1. " ★★★★★ "This book made me warm
moist and intoxicated from one eye popping ravenous page to the next. This story was
deﬁnitely smokin hot with an intriguing storyline that kept me thirsty excited and on edge.
Magician. Dragon. Demon. And vampires. Oh the plot keeps thickening and the world around
them gets more twist with every turns are they doomed I love this book it was so crazy I can't
wait for the next it was such a page-turner took my breath away deﬁnitely 5 * read." ★★★★★
Keywords: paranormal romance, romantic books, romance ebooks, books to read and
download, contemporary romance, paranormal romance books, ebooks romance, romance
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books for adults no cliﬀhangers, supernatural romance books, paranormal romance books full
novel, steamy romance books, happily ever after, guaranteed HEA, no cliﬀhangers, happy for
now, HFN, Reverse harem, menage, why choose, MMF, vampire books, shifter books, friends to
lovers, opposites attract, enemies to lovers, witchcraft books, magician, magic, wizard, college
romance, adventure, collection, complete series,
New Moon Jj King 2019-12-07 An elite shifter academy, a hot guy, an arch-nemesis, and a
whole shitload of trouble.Elena Jensen doesn't belong at Alpha Wolf Academy, the most
prestigious shifter university in North America, but that's her reality and she's determined to
make the best of it.When she meets a guy with emerald eyes and dark, wavy hair that makes
her start rethinking her disbelief in soul mates, Elena's opinion of AWA changes. Although,
she'd feel better about her place in the social order if her crush's twin sister wasn't trying to
destroy her reputation and get her expelled.Elena's already shaky foundation is pulled out
from under her when the academy is besieged by soldiers and she chooses to put herself in
danger to save lives.When it's life or death, the enemy of your enemy is your friend... or at
least, Elena hopes so. Because more than just her life depends on it.Fans of Vampire Academy
and Legacies will want to sink their teeth into Alpha Wolf Academy!Scroll up and one-click to
pre-order your copy today!*WARNING - school shooting & violence. Also, sexy times... but that
isn't terrifying.
Immortal Academy S L Morgan 2019-06-07 Immortal Academy is nothing short of enchanting
and whimsical. An elite private school that every witch, shifter, fairy or vampire college
student hopes to attend. It's a dreamy experience, until immortals start going missing or
turning up dead. Who wouldn't want to attend this prestigious supernatural college? Wolf
shifter Jenna Silvers has never known who her parents are, but now that Immortal Academy
has selected her, she knows she comes from an immortal shifter bloodline. When Jenna arrives
at Immortal Academy, the enchantment of the school is nothing short of majestic, but as she
tries to navigate her way around the place, it becomes evident that something isn't quite right.
Her ﬁrst instinct is to tell her friends what she's experiencing, but it quickly becomes obvious
their personalities have changed since arriving at the academy, leaving her all alone on her
mission to ﬁnd out what's going on. It's not until Jenna encounters the impossible-an immortal
who has been murdered-that she is desperate for answers, and the only person who seems to
have an idea about what is lurking around this school is the impossibly handsome Master
shifter, Dominic Rossi. She must now put aside her diﬀerences with the alpha wolf, and
convince him to help her save the students. Will she be able to persuade the strongest shifter
at the school to join her in exposing this evil school for what it is? Or will Jenna become the
Immortal Academy's next victim? School starts soon...Don't be late! Immortal Academy: Year
One is a 95,000 word/320 page book and the ﬁrst in the Immortal Academy Series. (Though it
might be the last book if the school ﬁnds a way to kill the author too...);-) Mild language, that is
NOT allowed at Immortal Academy is present, but if it continues...good luck to the character
that thinks it's okay to break this school's rules!
Captive of Wolves Eva Chase 2020-12-09 My blood is their salvation... and my ruin. For
years, the monsters who killed my family have held me in a cage. Brutalized and half-starved.
Only kept alive so they can steal my blood. Until one evening when four eerily gorgeous men
break me out of my prison. They give me a soft bed and delicious food. They say they'll
protect me-but their generosity may come at a price. My rescuers are monsters like my
captors: fae who shift into wolves. A curse gripping the faerie realm turns them wild under the
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full moon. Only my blood can cure their rage. These fearsome men need me, and not just to
lift the curse. A tragedy left them outcasts, and oﬀering me to their rulers could win them back
the home and the power they lost. No matter how kindly they treat me, no matter how their
smoldering eyes and strong hands stir unfamiliar desires in both my body and my heart, their
castle is just another prison. As long as I'm a prize more than a person, my life will never be
my own. I've survived this long without giving up. I won't roll over now. But how can one
damaged human girl hold her own against the savage fae? *Captive of Wolves is the ﬁrst in a
new paranormal romance saga featuring possessive wolf shifters, fraught fae politics, and a
wounded heroine coming into her own. Grab it now and get swept away in the fantasy!*
Wild Tech! (Wild Kratts) Chris Kratt 2017-07-25 PBS’s successful animated show Wild Kratts
joins the adventures of zoologists Chris and Martin Kratt as they travel to animal habitats
around the globe. Along the way, they encounter incredible creatures while combining science
education with fun. Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 can learn all about the Wild Kratts’ amazing
tech—from their ﬂying ship the Tortuga to their shrink ray miniaturizer, and of course, their
Creature Power suits!
Hunted Jen L Grey 2020-07-16 Unaware and captured.Those were the words that summed up
my life. I never knew my parents, let alone that I was some menace to society... a halfbreed.Not only am I trying to navigate my newly found identity, but now I'm torn between a
handsome guard and dangerously sexy inmate.I'd rather die than conform to what all the
others want, and that's exactly what I'm afraid may happen.
Untrusted Kiera Legend 2021-04-06
Punk 57 Penelope Douglas 2016-10-18 From New York Times Bestselling Author, Penelope
Douglas, comes the latest standalone love-hate romance... "We were perfect together. Until
we met." Misha I can't help but smile at the lyrics in her letter. She misses me. In ﬁfth grade,
my teacher set us up with pen pals from a diﬀerent school. Thinking I was a girl, with a name
like Misha, the other teacher paired me up with her student, Ryen. My teacher, believing Ryen
was a boy like me, agreed. It didn't take long for us to ﬁgure out the mistake. And in no time at
all, we were arguing about everything. The best take-out pizza. Android vs. iPhone. Whether or
not Eminem is the greatest rapper ever... And that was the start. For the next seven years, it
was us. Her letters are always on black paper with silver writing. Sometimes there's one a
week or three in a day, but I need them. She's the only one who keeps me on track, talks me
down, and accepts everything I am. We only had three rules. No social media, no phone
numbers, no pictures. We had a good thing going. Why ruin it? Until I run across a photo of a
girl online. Name's Ryen, loves Gallo's pizza, and worships her iPhone. What are the chances?
F*ck it. I need to meet her. I just don't expect to hate what I ﬁnd. Ryen He hasn't written in
three months. Something's wrong. Did he die? Get arrested? Knowing Misha, neither would be
a stretch. Without him around, I'm going crazy. I need to know someone is listening. It's my
own fault. I should've gotten his phone number or picture or something. He could be gone
forever. Or right under my nose, and I wouldn't even know it. *Punk 57 is a stand alone New
Adult romance. It is suitable for ages 18+.
All the Teacher's Beasts N J Adel 2019-11-05 The last time my teacher laid a hand on me,
he almost killed me.I can't believe I married that fuc... I mean, my college professor. You think
this sh*t we blandly call domestic abuse doesn't happen to someone like me, a nerd smart
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enough to get her PhD in her twenties and becomes a professor herself. Well, it does.But don't
you dare feel sorry for me. The monster is behind bars for now, and I've moved to Forest
Grove, Oregon to start fresh.Where the worst is already over. Where it's safe from monsters.
Right?WRONG.Forest Grove is swarming with...danger. The kind you only read about in
paranormal romance books. I'm talking vampires, shifters like wolves, huge wolves that come
in twins, and many more.P.S. They are NOT smoking as hell beasts who swoon and fall in love
with you forever like they tell you in those reads. Well, the smoking as hell part, yes...of
course...how else will they mess with your head...but not the second part.And each beast
thinks they have some sort of claim on me. What the hell?Now that my monster of a husband
is on the loose, sending me notes, threatening me to go back to him, and the sizzling beasts in
my class want a piece of me, LITERALLY, I'm terriﬁed and lost.If I go back to the monster I
know, at least, I'll still be human, even for a short while before his next rage kills me.If I
surrender to the beasts and become their mate, I'll live forever protected as a beast myself
without a soul.Survival 101 doesn't even begin to prepare you for this.What would you
do?HELP!This is a full length standalone around 300 pages.You like vampires, shifters,
monsters, twins and dark stories, this paranormal why choose romance is deﬁnitely for
you.Get your copy now. Because you have to.
The Beast and I Alexia S. Praks 2018-11-23 Dark. Magical. Powerful. Beastly. Aslan McTavish is
the Magical Beast King who rules the Forbidden Forest, one of the nine kingdoms in the Aurora
Realm. My name is Lilly, and I have lived in the basement of a manor all my life with my
beloved mother, working away like a pair of slaves for the people who live in comfort upstairs.
After my mother’s death, I am told that I am to be sacriﬁced to the magical beast who rules
the Forbidden Forest, in return for the village’s protection, wealth, and prosperity. Refusing to
resign myself to my fate, I plan to escape, only to be caught again by none other than the
beast himself, whose demonic mask and beautiful green eyes both frighten and fascinate me.
Thus, begins the story of the Beast and I. The Beast and I is an alternative retelling of the
beloved fairy tale Beauty and the Beast, set in the Aurora Realm, where paranormal creatures
reside, magical power and technology go hand in hand, and love is a forever thing. Aurora
Realm Fairy Tales Universe (In Order of Timeline) 1: The Beast and I (Lilly and Aslan) 2: The
Magic of the Aurora Light (Alﬁe and the Seven Demon Lords) 3: Seven Devils and a Rose (Alﬁe
and the Seven Demon Lords) 4: A Kingdom of Roses and Magic (Alﬁe and the Seven Demon
Lords with Aslan and Lilly Cameo) 5: A Court of Roses and Stardust (Alﬁe and the Seven
Demon Lords with Aslan and Lilly Cameo) - COMING SOON
Control of Five Aleera Anaya Ceres 2019-08-19 What's more dangerous than dark
magic?Deadly secrets.And The Academy of Six is hiding both within its ancient walls.A History
of Magic sends Izara on a literal trip down memory lane. She uncovers that there's more than
what the students think they know about the supernatural school in the middle of New York
City. It's mysterious past, as well as her own, are twisting together in a destructive way.She
always knew the Academy was created to stop a reckless power.And she's just now realizing
that if her and her friends can't contain the monster within her, history is bound to repeat
itself.This is Reverse Harem series containing M/M themes. Recommended for readers 18 and
over.Reading OrderAcademy of SixControl of FiveDestruction of Two - Sept 30th, available on
preorderBook Four (TBA)
Academy Obscura Cassia Briar 2020-11-24 The supernatural world is in chaos, and the war has
barely begun.The old Council has fallen, but that is only the beginning. Now, it's up to me and
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my mates to ﬁnish what we started. We have to take out the Tromara and free us all from their
tyranny, at any cost.Failure is not an option. The entire supernatural community is relying on
us to lead them to freedom. But this question plagues me most: Am I the right person to lead
them? To be their queen?I better be. I've been placed in the seat of Council Queen, ruler of the
ﬁve territories. To stay in charge, I have to prove my worth at every turn. We need allies. We
need to destroy the Codex. And, I need my full dragon form.How can we achieve all of this
before our enemies break through Academy Obscura's defenses?
The New Girl Scarlett Haven 2019-09-27 I'm just trying to survive Shifter Academy. Meeting
four gorgeous men wasn't part of the plan. I've been locked away my whole life, because my
alpha thinks that I'm an embarrassment. I'm the runt of my panther pride--not good enough,
not strong enough, and diﬀerent than everybody else. Then I get the letter. Shifter Academy
says that my enrollment is mandatory. This is the chance I've been waiting for. Once and for
all, I will prove that just because I'm a runt doesn't mean I'm not strong. I'm going to Shifter
Academy, and not even my alpha can stop me. The New Girl is the ﬁrst book in the Shifter
Academy: United Series. It is a slow burn, reverse harem (RH), why choose, fast paced, action
packed, young adult (YA) paranormal romance. This book follows Layla, an eighteen-year-old
panther shifter, through her senior year at Shifter Academy against the will of her alpha. Her
story takes place in a world ﬁlled with diﬀerent types of shifters, fae and many other
supernatural creatures. MORE IN THIS SERIES: Book 1: The New Girl Book 2: The Lost Girl Book
3: The Forever Girl (coming soon) MORE SERIES IN THIS WORLD: Shifter Academy Dragon
Shifter Academy Tiger Shifter Chronicles Elite Academy Elemental Academy
Mated to the Clan Jade Alters 2021-05-18 Ellie’s quiet writers retreat turns into an all-outwar for her aﬀection between the Clark cousins, four ridiculously good lucking Maine mountain
men. It’s oﬀ-season in Clarkstown, and the desolate village is all but closed, which suits Ellie’s
needs wonderfully - getting lost in the wilderness seemed like just the escape she needed.
Except between the cousins’ amorous advances and the curious incidences around the lodge,
things are anything but peaceful. Zain, Cole, Drew and Marcus can’t help but notice all the
strange occurrences have coincided with Ellie’s arrival. What kind of secret is their new guest
hiding? Ellie knows she should come clean, but she thought her days of running were over.
Instead of ﬁnding a new life, her past winds up catching up with her, and puts all of their lives
in danger. Will their passion survive the secrets they’ve kept from each other? Mated to the
Clan is a fast-burn, stand-alone, suspenseful reverse harem shifter romance meant to be
enjoyed as quick escape. Content Warning: Love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy
shifter secrets. Intended for mature audiences. No cheating and no cliﬀhangers. Keywords:
paranormal romance, romantic books, romance ebooks, books to read and download,
contemporary romance, paranormal romance books, ebooks romance, romance books for
adults no cliﬀhangers, supernatural romance books, paranormal romance books full novel,
steamy romance books, happily ever after, guaranteed HEA, no cliﬀhangers, happy for now,
HFN, love books, love stories, romantic novels, new beginnings, no cliﬀhangers, reverse
harem, RH, shifter books, adventure books, shifters, bear shifter, true mates, hunky shifters,
alpha, alpha protectors, alpha male, alpha omega, packmate, steamy adventure, actionpacked, alpha sexy hero,
The Fury Queen's Harem Meg Xuemei X 2018-03-26 One hybrid Fury queen. Three pureblood Dragon Princes. A reverse harem with a dark fairy tale twist and an epic ﬂair! My name
is Daisy. I've been cursed to serve a bad-tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries.
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There's only one way to lift the curse: a kiss from three true loves. To acquire even one is
nearly impossible. How am I going to get three? Then three gorgeous-as-sin, yet clueless
dragon princes stumble into my lair. Only they do not come to kiss me. They come to slay me
without knowing who I really am. Unless they cut the three heads of the Furies-my heads-or
make the Fury Queen fall in love with them, they'll never shift back to dragons. Not
surprisingly, the princes all choose what they think is the easiest-to behead the beasts.
Warning: This is a reverse harem fantasy/paranormal romance that features one strong
woman and her three sexy-as-sin Dragon princes. It contains battles, steamy sex scenes, raw
language, magic, swordﬁghts, dark fae, dragon shifters, vampires, and otherworldly
nightmares of creatures, and at last, true loves, with a happy ever after at the end of series.
Hidden Mate Jen L. Grey 2021-05-05 Finding my fated mate could bring death... or worse. After
years of constant criticism, I ﬁnally escape the alpha of the strongest pack--my father. It's a
chance to have a new beginning... and to live on my own terms, in my own way. The ﬁrst day
at college, I ﬁnd more than what I bargained for. My fated mate. Something that any wolf
rejoices in ﬁnding. Except he's forbidden--a human. The weakest race on Earth and someone
my father would kill without any hesitation. Choices must be made, and loyalties will be
tested. With everything on the brink of destruction, only one thing is certain - my life will never
be the same again.
Beholden To Balance Cilla Raven 2019-07-05 REBECCA MASON: Adopted. Abandoned.
Institutionalized. Attacked. And now an initiate to a corrupt supernatural organization with the
weight of the world on her shoulders. Becks really wishes she could die. She's ready to end it
all, prepared to tell the world how she feels with a drop to a fast stop on a swinging rope.
However, her body just won't stop healing anything and everything she does to it. She's tired
of being called crazy and done with her life in a dull and evil world where magic is labeled as
psychosis. That is, until her ﬁercely protective, foul-mouthed familiar shows up with a plan to
convince her otherwise. A plan Becks isn't sure she's ready to tackle. After all, how can the
fate of the world rest on someone who's clinically insane? But her familiar has help in the back
pocket of his toddler-sized onesie: An authoritative spell worker, a sweet as sin psychic, and an
angry shapeshifter form a team of three very distracting men that'll whip her right into shape.
Whether she likes it or not. If only Becks can get over her past long enough to give all of them,
and life itself a chance. **AUTHOR'S NOTE AND TRIGGER WARNING**: INITIATE is book one in a
slow-burn reverse harem series, so there will be a cliﬀhanger. It also has drug references, foul
language, violence, sexual situations, and content which could be triggering for some readers.
It is only intended for readers 18 years and older.
Demigods Academy - Year Two Elisa S. Amore 2019-10-31 Demigods academy is a Young
Adult Urban Fantasy novel for readers of all ages. Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy
Jackson.
The Lost Girl Scarlett Haven 2019-11-24 I'm oﬃcially a member of Mateo's pack now, which
means the panthers can't touch me. I thought joining his pack would mean that I would ﬁnally
belong somewhere, but not everybody is welcoming. I'm still the odd one out--the runt who
stole their future alpha. But those things don't matter. I have my mates, and I'm content. For
the ﬁrst time in my life, I am happy. When the truth comes out about my past, about who I
really am, even my friends start to doubt me. Maybe they're right. Maybe I'm not a good
person. Layla Rosewood--the unwanted panther. Still, I refuse to give up, no matter how bleak
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things may seem. If being the runt has taught me anything, it's how to survive. I'll show them
all that I'm stronger than they think. The New Girl is the second book in the Shifter Academy:
United Trilogy. It is a slow burn, reverse harem (RH), why choose, fast paced, action packed,
young adult (YA) paranormal romance. MORE IN THIS SERIES: Book 1: The New Girl Book 2:
The Lost Girl Book 3: The Forever Girl (coming soon) SERIES IN THIS WORLD: Shifter Academy
Dragon Shifter Academy Tiger Shifter Chronicles Shifter Academy: United Elite Academy
Elemental Academy Shifter High
Demigods Academy - Year One Elisa S. Amore 2019-08 HARRY POTTER MEETS PERCY
JACKSON Demigods academy is a Young Adult Urban Fantasy novel for readers of all ages.
Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.
A Touch of Monster Hunter Romance Gemma Cates 2021-06-05 Four spicy hot adventures
with the monster-hunting Van Helsing sisters! Mariah, Mia, Morgan, and Tilly each meet their
possible happily-ever-afters in these steamy, action-ﬁlled stories. A Touch of Wild: Mariah's a
monster hunter who needs to open her eyes enough to see the man in front of her. Barrett's
more than the beastly bite that infected him. A Touch of Crazy: Mia's a monster hunter with a
bit of a crush on a guy...or perhaps a mild, but completely non-stalkerish obsession, and
Dylan's a hot human with buns of steel and an adorable white-knight complex. A Touch of
Wicked: Morgan's a lone-wolf monster hunter who needs a partner more than she realizes, and
Aiden's an ice witch who's anything but cold. A Touch of Sin: Tilly's a pissed oﬀ monster hunter
on a mission to make her bangable boss pay, and Rafe's a grumpy ex-hunter with a thing for
his employee. The Van Helsing women might be kick ass monster hunters, but they share a
common weakness: sexy men with a touch of a dominant streak in the bedroom. Join the Van
Helsing sisters as they meet their sexy alpha mates!
The Fifth Vital Mike Majlak 2021-05-05 USA TODAY BESTSELLING BOOK! Mike Majlak was a
seventeen-year-old from a loving, middle-class family in Milford, Connecticut, when he got
caught up in the opioid epidemic that swept the nation. For close to a decade thereafter, his
life was a wasteland of darkness and despair. While his peers were graduating from college,
buying homes, getting married, having kids, and leading normal lives, Mike was snorting
OxyContin, climbing out of cars at gunpoint, and burying his childhood friends. Unable to
escape the noose of addiction, he eventually lost the trust and support of everyone who had
ever loved him. Alone, with nothing but drugs to keep him company, darkness closed in, and
the light inside him--the last ﬂicker of hope--began to dim. His dreams, potential, and future
were all being devoured by a relentless addiction too powerful to ﬁght. Despair ﬁlled him as he
realized he wasn't going to survive. Somehow, he did... HE NOT ONLY SURVIVED, HE THRIVED.
Now he's a social media personality with millions of followers, and an entrepreneur, marketer,
podcaster, YouTuber, and author who hopes to use his voice to shine a light for those whose
own lights have grown dim. This is his story.
Crown Princess Academy A. J. Flowers 2020-01-20 This is one crown you don't want. Born and
raised in the Dregs, the last thing I expected was the "honor" of being recruited to Crown
Princess Academy. And by honor, I mean ﬁghting for my life against the fae that rule our
world. Our ﬁrst exam is in three weeks and not every student will make it out alive... don't
these bimbos realize that? I'm not fooled. I know how ruthless the fae can be. All the princess
initiates are captivated by Lucas, the sexy fae Crown Prince who, in turn, seems ﬁxated on me.
He can't know that I'm actually the most powerful Malice Caster in the Dregs. I'm sure my
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talents for the Criminal Guild won't earn me any extra credit in my princess classes. All my life
I've stayed one step ahead of the two-faced fae and their Malice, the out of control black
magic that has nearly wiped out all of humanity. This is my chance to do more than survive-this is my chance to ﬁght back. I'll play the Crown Prince's game. I'll wear the tiny initiate
crown, dance in my glittering pink dress, survive the deadly exams, and ultimately graduate
as the Crown Princess all while he thinks I'm playing right into his plans. He's in for a surprise
when I reveal who I am and wipe that sexy, smug grin oﬀ his face... I just hope my heart
doesn't forget he's the enemy. Crown Princess Academy: Book 1 is the ﬁrst of a planned
trilogy. As it is a series, there will be a cliﬀhanger. This is an upper YA/NA paranormal and
fantasy series with enemies-to-lovers romance and HEA.
All the Teacher's Prisoners N J Adel 2020-03-05 I investigate a murder at a paranormal
prison and end up behind bars with four psycho inmates.Flynn Native American, half vampire,
half lion shifter, in prison for double homicide (and my student)RonanBlack, silver hair, violet
eyes, treacherous fae, in prison for identity theft and possible murderMarcoDangerously sexy,
bisexual Italian demon, and one of the devil's bastards, in prison for armed robberyAedan
HUGE Irish golden dragon, in prison for arsonThey will use me in ways I never thought
possible. But they don't know who I really am. What I really am.My family has danced with the
devil, and I inherited the darkness. When in danger, when my family is in danger, I don't just
bite, I don't just kill, I'm more psycho than all of you, and I won't hesitate to bring the world
upside down. Enjoy this 110k-word (500-page) standalone. You don't have to read the previous
books in this universe ﬁrst to read All the Teacher's PrisonersYou like vampires, shifters,
monsters, devils and demons, faes, dragons and dark stories, this paranormal why choose
romance is deﬁnitely for you.Download your copy now. Because you have to.
Captive Beauty Cassia Briar 2021-05-25 Dark paranormal maﬁa romance.
Within Obsession and Lies Harper Wylde 2021-10-14 Within Obsession and Lies is the sexy,
action-packed ﬁrst book in A Court of Gilt and Shadow Series by bestselling authors Stacy
Jones and Harper Wylde. Power. Obsession. Lies. Other people dream of being special. They
wouldn't, if they knew what a nightmare it is. Arawyn would give anything to be ordinary and
rid herself of the power that lives inside her. Dangerous and alluring, it's caused nothing but
pain and horror, making her the dark obsession of anyone who gets too close. After years of
barely containing it, Arawyn thought she had control... until the night it bursts free and pulses
like a beacon. As threats emerge from the shadows, each one more ﬁxated on her than the
last, she ﬁnds her life inﬁltrated by three mysterious men. A maﬁa boss, a psychopath, and a
killer. Rathe, Viper, and Fear are much more than they seem. They taste of power and feel
impossibly familiar. They call to her soul in a way she's never experienced and might have
answers to questions she's been asking her entire life. But darkness and secrets surround
them, ones covered in blood and mire. When the monsters stalking her endanger not only her
power but her life, she'll have to make a decision: take a risk and let these dangerous men in,
or do what she's always done-walk away and try to survive on her own. Trusting them would
be a mistake. Yet, she may not have a choice. The monsters hunting her aren't human and
they're out for blood. Rathe, Viper, and Fear might be her only chance of making it through
this alive. There's only one problem. They aren't human either... From bestselling authors,
Stacy Jones and Harper Wylde, comes a darkly seductive new series that blends romance,
danger, and the supernatural into an unforgettable read.
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Her Bear Alexa B. James 2019-05-06 Ariana has been kidnapped. Ariana hoped never to know
the horrors of living in captivity again. But she wakes to ﬁnd herself a prisoner once more, and
no one can save her this time. Her captors have bound her beasties inside her, her mates
don't know where she is, and a betrayal shatters her last hope. Soon she learns the terrible
truth. Her captors plan to use her blood to exterminate vampires. Trapped in a science
experiment from hell, Ariana has no escape. But there are two things her captors didn't count
on. Ariana's blood does more than turn vampires human. And no one knows just what Ariana is
truly capable of-not even Ariana herself. This is a reverse harem paranormal romance that
features one kick-butt woman and her four shifter mates. It contains violence, medium burn
romance, sexually explicit content, magic, vampires, and a lot of action. For ages 18+.
The Trials of Blackbriar Academy: an Academy Fantasy Romance Adventure Series
Olivia Ash 2019-05-31 An academy reverse harem fantasy romance series. I shouldn't be here,
and everyone knows it. Blackbriar Academy is an enchanted school on a magical island, and
everyone wants in. It's a home away from home for the most advanced mages in the worldand only the absolute best of the best are given an invitation. By some freak accident, I
managed to get one. If I pass the trials, I get to stay. With nowhere else to go, Blackbriar is my
one shot at having a real life, and I won't let anyone take this from me. But there's a catch. It
turns out the people on this island are being trained to hunt the darkness-basically, they're
being trained to hunt me. To survive, I have to hide what I am. As a half-mage, I shouldn't
have any magic at all. And yet, my natural abilities are almost impossibly powerful-and
incredibly illegal. Over history, magic like mine has corrupted the souls of those who were born
with it. They've all gone dark-razing towns and murdering hundreds of thousands throughout
history. All but me, and I have no idea why. As the trials get more and more challenging, it's
clear I'm being hunted. If I'm caught... I die. At Blackbriar Academy, nothing is ever as it
seems... but I have nowhere else to go. Nothing, and no one, will stand in my way. The Trials
of Blackbriar Academy is a full-length novel with a badass heroine, a riveting storyline, and an
alternative relationship dynamic that supports our badass heroine's right to choose more than
one man. Get ready for a heart-pounding story ﬁlled with an academy fantasy romance unlike
anything you've read before. Buckle in for heart-pounding action, breathtaking magic, deadly
assassins, four drop-dead gorgeous leading men, lots of toned muscles, and most importantlya young woman's journey of justice, self-discovery, and freedom. READ THE WHOLE SERIES
The Blackbriar Academy: a riveting and addictive academy fantasy romance series. Book 1:
The Trials of Blackbriar Academy Book 2: The Shadows of Blackbriar Academy Book 3: The Hex
of Blackbriar Academy Book 4: The Blood Oath of Blackbriar Academy Book 5: The Battle for
Blackbriar Academy Publisher's Note: The Blackbriar Academy saga is an adult urban fantasy
series with explicit scenes and is meant for mature readers who enjoy spellbinding stories with
a few very steamy, fan-your-face moments in their fantasy ﬁction.
Shadow Mate Jen L Grey 2020-12 One little party turned my world upside down. After I
challenged the Blood Council's four shifter heirs at a college party, the last thing I expected
was to receive a full scholarship and an admittance letter from the exclusive Wolf Moon
Academy. Despite never desiring to be an alpha, this was an opportunity of a lifetime... or so I
thought. I soon learned that there was more behind my admission to the Academy than my
education. I was there to be a lesson to the heirs -- in particular, the sexiest and strongest one,
Liam Hale. As if that wasn't bad enough, it turns out that he is my true mate. A fact that should
be treasured, but he makes it clear that we will never be together. However, things aren't
always what they seem, and we all have secrets- some bigger than others. When the truth
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comes out it'll either set me free or set me up for disaster. If you can't get enough of books by
K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura
Thalassa, then you'll love this paranormal romance. Scroll up and one click SHADOW MATE
today. ***Please note this is not reverse harem and there are instances of bullying.
High Fae Academy - Year One Kaylin Peyerk 2019-11-05 Tiana is an elemental fae who can
control all ﬁve of the Earth's elements, but all she's ever wanted is to have a normal life.
Because of this, she has spent her entire existence avoiding the High Fae Academy for gifted
supernaturals. After a successful twenty-one years of avoidance, a prophecy describing the
next Great War leads academy recruiter Orin to her home. He oﬀers her a new start, an
explanation, and training for her wayward power. Tiana can't help but accept when she feels a
draw toward him that leaves her breathless. Little does she know that her powers are more
than anyone had bargained for. Disclaimer: This book is a paranormal romance that contains
sexual content that may not be appropriate for young readers under the age of 18.
InkSpelled Tove Madigan 2019-09-08 By the end of the day, I'll be dead. Every person in the
City of Crimson has the date of their death Inked onto their skin. On that day, an Assassin of
the Order of Zeevar comes to sacriﬁce our lives to the God of Resurrection. Children who
survive are given the highest honor in the city - the opportunity to serve Zeevar and the Order
themselves as one of the four Mages. But people like me have no chance of passing the
gruesome Trials. Four sexy-as-sin guardians aren't likely to volunteer themselves for
protection duty, and one does not survive InkHaven Academy by sheer, dumb luck. Right?
Disclaimer: InkSpelled is a Reverse Harem Paranormal Academy Romance featuring all adult
characters. It contains graphic scenes with both m/f and m/m content, as well as frequent
group dynamics.
Academy of Six Aleera Anaya Ceres 2019-07-07 Deadly monsters live in all of us.The Academy
of Six has just never seen a monster as terribly mundane as Izara Castillo. And that is a
dangerous problem. She has four semesters to not only understand her supernatural abilities,
but harness them as well.Everything at the Academy is a disaster, from Interdimensional
Travels through hell to the other hell they like to call Gym.Bullies push her, test her, and
simply try to kill her. A few broodingly protective roommates and a scary fake boyfriend could
help. Or make her life impossibly harder.Pretend to date the emotionally detached demon,
they said. What's the worst that could happen, they said.It's make or break within this prison
of a school. If she succeeds, she'll ﬁnally know what she's capable of, who she truly is, and
where she came from.If she fails...she dies.This is Reverse Harem series containing M/M
themes. Recommended for readers 18 and over.
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